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Trusted
Security

setting the standard
Trusted Security
US Endoscopy and Bennett Roth, M.D. partnered to develop a

device that revolutionized the way the GI community approaches
polyp and foreign body retrieval.

There

are many styles of Roth Net ® retrievers to support a variety of
retrieval needs. Securing large and small foreign bodies, preserving tissue
specimens - the Roth Net ® retriever is a device you can count on for
consistent, superior performance.

Roth Net® retriever – a device you trust…
from a company you can depend on

trusted security

foreign body

foreign body retrieval
The Roth Net® and Roth Net® Platinum®
retrievers are ideal for…
removing round, blunt or otherwise hard to grasp/
hard to hold foreign bodies
securely extracting foreign bodies past the
cricopharyngeus

Engineered with a strong,
reinforced net for extra
security
Bottle cap retrieval
with Roth Net®
retriever

Unique octagonal design to
maintain shape and open to
capacity across multiple passes
Food bolus removal
with Roth Net®
Platinum® retriever

www.usendoscopy.com

tissue retrieval
tissue retrieval

The Roth Net® retriever and Roth Net® Platinum® retriever are
specifically designed to…
retrieve polyps and polyp fragments
quickly and easily without losing them
preserve the morphology of specimens for
histopathologic review
allow continued examination with easy
visibility through a more transparent
net material

Roth Net® Platinum® retrieval of
large polyp

Roth Net® retrieval of tissue sample
Roth Net® retriever

trusted

NEW!

Roth Net® retriever - mini polyp

Featuring a smaller net design, offering enhanced maneuverability and
visualization during retrieval within the small confines of the colon.
round snare shape improves maneuverability and
allows for a clear view during retrieval
contains memory points in the snare that enable
net to open to full capacity
maintains a consistent shape during multiple uses

Roth Net® retriever mini polyp actual size
(2.5 x 4.5cm)

time savings

www.usendoscopy.com

specialty retrieval
Roth Net® retrievers are specifically designed to
address...
unique retrieval needs including small, medium,

and large foreign bodies
•

mini retriever for smaller foreign bodies and
smaller channel endoscopes

•

maxi retriever for larger foreign body removal
(AA battery)

•

enteroscopic retriever for excised polyp
retrieval in the small bowel

Multiple coin removal with
Roth Net® retriever

AA battery retrieval
with Roth Net®
retriever - maxi

mini retriever - now
available sterile

product information
part number

description

sheath diameter
(mm)

length
(cm)

net size
(cm)

qty/box

foreign body retrieval
BX00711050

Roth Net® retriever - standard

2.5

230

3x6

5

BX00711052

Roth Net® retriever - standard

2.5

230

3x6

10

BX00711053

Roth Net® retriever - standard

2.5

160

3x6

5

BX00711155

Roth Net® Platinum® retriever - food bolus

2.5

160

4 x 5.5

5

BX00711162*

Roth Net retriever - standard (sterile)

2.5

230

3x6

10

BX00715050

Roth Net Platinum retriever - universal

2.5

230

4 x 5.5

5

BX00715060*

Roth Net® Platinum® retriever- universal
(sterile)

2.5

230

4 x 5.5

5

®

®

®

tissue retrieval
BX00711150

Roth Net® retriever - polyp

2.5

230

3x6

5

BX00711151

Roth Net retriever - polyp

2.5

230

3x6

10

BX00715150

®

Roth Net Platinum retriever - polyp

3.0

230

4 x 5.5

5

BX00715160*

Roth Net Platinum retriever - polyp (sterile)

3.0

230

4 x 5.5

5

®

®

®

®

specialty retrieval
BX00711057

Roth Net® retriever - mini

1.8

160

2 x 4.5

5

BX00711059

Roth Net retriever - maxi

3.0

160

4x8

5

BX00711152

Roth Net retriever - enteroscopic

2.5

350

3x6

5

NEW!

BX00711158

Roth Net retriever - mini polyp

2.8

230

2.5 x 4.5

10

NEW!

BX00711159*

Roth Net retriever - mini polyp (sterile)

2.8

230

2.5 x 4.5

5

BX00711165

Roth Net retriever - maxi (sterile)

3.0

230

4x8

5

BX00711168

Roth Net® retriever - mini (sterile)

1.8

160

2 x 4.5

5

NEW!

®

®

®

®

®

*not currently available for sale in the United States

For customers outside of the United States, please contact US Endoscopy
corporate headquarters at global@usendoscopy.com for distributor information.

www.usendoscopy.com

Roth Net® and Roth Net® Platinum® is a registered trademark of US Endoscopy, U.S. Patent Numbers 6,814,739 and 5,643,283, patents pending.
 S Endoscopy is a subsidiary of STERIS Corporation.
U
Listening…and delivering solutions®, the US Endoscopy listening…and delivering solutions design, and, unless otherwise indicated, all marks
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